ABSTRACT. In this paper, we introduce weighted graph bundles and study their characteristic polynomial. In particular, we show that the characteristic polynomial of a weighted K2 (K2)-bundles over a weighted graph F can be expressed as a product of characteristic polynomials two weighted graphs whose underlying graphs are F As an application, we compute the signature of a link whose corresponding weighted graph is a double covering of that of a given link.
Let V(F)= {ul,...,u,}. The adjacency matrix of r is an n x n matrix A(r)= (%) [3] , the characteristic polynomial of a weighted graph F is giw'n as follows:
where
S E u I,(s) e e I(S) e C(S) In the above equation, symbols have the following meaning: :(S) is the number of components of S, C(S) the set of all cycles, C,,(m >_ 3), in S, and I,(S)(I(S))is the set of all isolated vertices (edges) in S. Moreover, the product over empty index set is defined to be 1. For a fixed voltage assignment C(F;Z), we denote by E_ the set of edges of F such that (e)= -1, i.e., Eo_ {e E(r):(e) -1}. Let F(Ee_) be the edge subgraph of r induced by E,_ having weight zero in vertices. If F is a weighted graph, then the weight function of its subgraph S is the restriction of w on S. (1) p(r;)P(r,;). The signature of a weighted graph (F) is defined by a(A(r)) d + -d_ and is denoted by a(F). It is an invariant for weighted 2-isomorphic graphs (see [7] ).
From now on, we will consider the weight function on K as zero function and the weight function p on K2 as the map defined by p(v)= 0 for each v V(K) and it(e)= ce for the edge e of K2. Then we can compute the signature of a double covering of F. We Mso denote the multiplicity of by me(A). By using the above notations d Threm 2, we get the signature of a K-bundle over F. Figure 2 . To each edge of F pses through exactly one crossing, say c, of L, the weight (e) will be defined ([7] , [4] ). herefor, one can construct the double covering link diagram L (F,(Z)x4-)of,,, Moreover, we can give an orientation on (P()x -)so that the covering map from L to (P()x 4-) preserves the orientation. We have ( (F()x e--))= 2rp( (see Figure   5 ). 
